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1 Introduction and Motivation

The majority of trans-tibial amputees report recurring pain and discomfort due to

their prosthetic sockets [1]. This discomfort is fundamentally attributed to interactions

between the prosthetic interface and the residual limb tissue. An improperly fitted socket

can result in quite a number of painful physiological conditions such as neuromas, soft

tissue calcifications, and pressure sores [2]. Discomfort stemming from fitting can lead

individuals to decide not to wear their prosthesis, and even correlates with overall health

outcomes [3].

Currently, the standard procedure for socket fabrication is based on plaster

casting, and is performed by professionals called prosthetists. While effective in certain

instances, the process is time-consuming, expensive, and inconsistent. Given that the

prosthetist makes subjective adjustments to the mold after casting, two professionals

could easily produce two different sockets for the same patient. In addition, multiple

iterations are often required in the fabrication of a single well-fitted socket, with multiple

sockets being made over the life of the individual.

Ideally a prosthetic fitting encourages muscle exercise, and distributes loading

away from sensitive (soft tissue) areas to load-tolerant (bone) regions, all while ensuring

a secure connection during a range of dynamic activity [4]. Given the dependence on the

interaction at the interface, data-driven socket design should include information about

the biomechanics of the tissue. Recent progress has seen the use of 3D scans of limb

geometry incorporated with the computer-aided design/manufacturing (CAD/CAM) of

prosthetic sockets [5-11]. While this represents a strong step towards a quantifiable

process, most scan data represents only the geometry of the limb in question rather than

information about internal composition [2]. One way of acquiring tissue/volumetric data

is musculoskeletal (MSK) ultrasonography (US).

The functional applications of MSK US have expanded recently. Muscle

abnormality, rheumatoid arthritis, joint effusion, and soft tissue lesions have all shown

the potential for accurate imaging and characterization with MSK US [12- 14].

Furthermore, MSK US is low-cost, portable, and doesn't pose a risk of radiation. These

advantages stand out compared to other imaging techniques like X-rays, computed
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tomography (CT) and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). When compared with MRI

specifically, US can be used on claustrophobic or obese patients, along with patients with

metal implants. Recent US systems for in-vivo breast imaging have even produced

images of comparable resolution to MRI [15,16]. For these reasons MSK US appears to

be an appealing alternative to acquiring volumetric and elastic tissue data of residual

limbs.

Acquiring volumetric information of a residual limb using ultrasound has been a

topic of research for multiple groups. While both Sandia National Labs and Wright State

University have acquired skin and bone surface geometry with B-mode US, neither has

reached a point of true clinical application [17-23]. In addition the mechanical setups

proved cumbersome, images were of insufficient resolution, muscle contours were not

achieved (eliminating ability to differentiate tissue types), and limb motion was difficult

to compensate for [2].

The paper below presents the design and fabrication of a prototype for limb

imaging aimed at tackling several of the issues above. The design of the a US probe

positioning system is intended to augment a system for motion measurement as well as a

framework for the integration of motion and US data. The design of the imaging system

below represents early steps towards a full-volume imaging technique for use in

computer-aided prosthetic socket design.
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2 Design Background

2.1 Functional Requirements

As a means to arrive at a final considered design, a set of functional requirements
(FRs) and design parameters were laid out. These are requirements that must be met no
matter what specific design decisions are made. The table below shows the main
functional requirements of the system (omitting the requirement of cost minimization). In
this case the coordinates Z, 0, and R are chosen due to the cylindrical imaging volume
occupied by the limb.

Functional Requirement (FR) Design Specification

Z Positioning 30cm range, 0.5mm resolution

0 Positioning 3600 range, 2mrad resolution

6-DOF Motion Compensation -3cm range to 1mm resolution

R Positioning 10cm range of motion

Table 2. 1: Functional Requirements and Design Specifications

The Z positioning range corresponds to a conservative estimate for residual limb length.
The limb is often amputated between 12 and 17cm below the knee in trans-tibial cases
and can be up to 30 cm for trans-femoral cases [24]. Though the initial design will target
trans-tibial amputees, adding range to the Z positioning of the probe will allow for more
flexibility with minimal design cost. The resolution in Z is specified below the resolution
of the US probe. The theta carriage is required to make at least full sweep around the leg,
and should have a resolution of 2mrad. This increment is found taking the theoretical
probe resolution at the outer radius of the imaging volume and finding the corresponding
arc length (assuming 3" diameter imaging volume and 150um probe resolution). R
positioning is given a 10cm stroke range to accommodate a wide range of limb diameters.
Locating the probe as close as possible to the imaging volume ensures a maximum signal
to noise ratio (SNR) and lays a foundation for mosaicking of ultrasound images that will
occur after capture.
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2.2 System Design and Actuation

Given the cylindrical geometry of the limb, creating a 3-axis scanning system in a
cylindrical frame is a logical system-level design approach. While a cylindrical scanning
system wouldn't be as flexible as other multi-axis setups (e.g. 3 linear axes & 1 rotational
axis), flexibility of scan volume geometry is not a functional requirement at this stage.
The final design, as is more specifically detailed below, is built off of a previously
existing prototype that includes a remote center of motion (RCM) theta axis on a large
ring bearing and two linear axes for Z and R [25]. With these axes, justified actuation can
be explored. Below are descriptions of several actuation layouts and their corresponding
advantages and disadvantages.

i. Fully Manual System

A fully manual system would entail manual actuation (e.g. fixing R and actuating
Z and theta) as well as manual US capturing. The clear advantages of a manual system lie
in simplicity and cost. This system would be fully capable of sufficient imaging for a low
budget and fast turn around. In spite of this, the heavy involvement of the user measuring
and capturing a multitude of data manually makes this system unappealing. Not only does
the time associated with manual imaging pose a limit from a research perspective, but
also the potential for inaccuracy makes this approach highly infeasible.

ii. Manual Actuation with Triggered Capture
Manual Actuation again holds the benefit of having low complexity, while

triggered capturing controls the issues of US capture speed and positional accuracy that
occur with a fully manual approach. Considering manual actuation in Z and theta it is
possible find maximum translational speeds that will interfere with resolution. Holding a
500ptm resolution we have a maximum translational speed of 2.5 m/s, and holding to
150ptm resolution the maximum speed is 0.75 m/s. Both of these speed values, while
possible, are likely above what could be easily achieved with manual actuation. The
addition of a visual interface, even a simple LED, to cue the user not to exceed a
maximum speed could be of benefit in this design.

iii. Automated Actuation and Triggered Capture
Automated Actuation is the most complex of the design layouts but offers high

accuracy and flexibility, which may be valuable for research. One key benefit of
flexibility is path optimization, which would be difficult without automation. For
example scanning the entire 360 degrees at each level of Z is a much less efficient path
than scanning the full vertical stroke at each theta location. In addition, the potential
exists that agitation of water within the tank may produce aberrations in ultrasound image
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data. Experimenting with optimizing a path and speed for minimum scan time and
maximum image quality becomes easiest with automation.

Considering the various advantages and disadvantages described above, an
automated system with triggered capture and a manual R adjustment was elected for
future development. The accuracy and flexibility of this configuration conform well to a
research environment. That is, these factors allow the system to answer the most
questions about the level of complexity that will be necessary in future iterations.
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3 Acoustics Background

Acoustics is the science of sound, including its transmission and effects.
Fundamentally, sound is the transfer of mechanical waves through a compressible
medium. While surface waves propagate at the interface between fluids, acoustic body
waves travel through the medium itself, no matter the phase. It becomes useful to
distinguish acoustic body waves as being either longitudinal waves or shear/transverse
waves. Both wave types exhibit elastic compression and rarefaction in different directions
and therefore derive travel speed from different moduli. In the case of a fluid such as
water, acoustic waves can only be transmitted as longitudinal waves as there is no elastic
recovery in the shear directions.

3.1 Wave Equation and Propagation

Examining an infinitesimal material volume with conservation of momentum
allows for the derivation of the acoustic wave equation. Pressure and displacement can be
related via Equation 1, but further examination allows for greater simplification. Pressure
can be expanded as a function of density assuming only small density changes (Equation
2), until ultimately we arrive at equation 3, which represents the formal linear wave
equation in 3d.

ap a2 D

ax P at2

P(p) = P(pO)+-Pa .. (2)ap

a2D K- - -VD (3)
at2  

p

In all cases D is displacement, P is pressure, t is time, K is bulk modulus, and p is
density. Subscripts naught and omega denote background and local pressure/density,
respectively. The term preceding the displacement gradient is the speed of propagation of
the wave, also seen below by Equation 4. This value serves as an important design
parameter, informing a relationship between US probe velocity and theoretical resolution.
With water as a medium, sound propagation speed is approximately 1500 m/s but can be
shown to vary with temperature [26].
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CO = T(4)

If we assume an imaging distance of 400mm, then it will take approximately 533
microseconds from the time that the signal is transmitted by the probe, to the time that it
returns. If the end effector carrying the ultrasound probe moves more than the theoretical
US resolution within this return time, the image resolution will be negatively affected.
Assuming a 3" radius scan volume and maximum resolution of 15 Oum, the maximum
tangential speed while scanning will be - 1.1 m/s at the outer edge of the tank, or one
revolution every 3.4 seconds.

3.2 Acoustics Impedance
Another important concept for consideration is acoustic impedance. Acoustic

impedance is equivalent to the internal resistance a medium poses to acoustic flow.
Starting with a solution to the one-dimensional wave equation (Eq. 5), we can substitute
expressions for P and CO (Eq. 6, 7). Combining and simplifying those expressions yields
Equation 9.

D = Asin(kx - wt) (5)

CO =- = - DmO)cos(kx - &it) (6)

P = -K = -KDmkcos(kx - aVt) (7)

Z = - Z= pOCO (8,9)
CO

In all equations k is wavenumber, omega is angular frequency, A is amplitude,
and Z is acoustic impedance. How a wave responds to change in medium is largely
dependent on acoustic impedance. The Fresnel equations dictate how a wave is affected
by a medium boundary. Equation 10 provides the formula for reflection coefficient,
expressed as a ratio of impedances, where I is acoustic intensity, IR is reflected intensity,
and Z is the acoustic impedance of each medium.

IR _(__2-0)
I (Z2 +Z1 ) 2
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In the case of ultrasonography this concept reveals an important design constraint. In
order to transmit acoustic waves through the imaging medium, it will be necessary to
match the impedances across boundaries to avoid refraction of the waves. While air @
1 atm and 20 C has a specific acoustic impedance of 415 rayls, water, which is more
comparable to soft tissue, has an impedance of 1.48x 106 rayls under the same conditions.
This is a difference factor of 3500, and applying Equation 10 we can see a 99.89%
reflection coefficient. In other words, a US probe will have very poor transmission across
an air-to-tissue boundary (this is why US gel is used in clinical application). One simple
solution to this need for impedance matching is submersing the limb in water, which has
an impedance value quite similar to that of soft tissue [27]. This allows for high
transmission of acoustic waves and therefore higher fidelity images. Where contacting
the skin directly with gel may induce tissue deformation, the submersion method allows
for the probe to be placed at a variety of distances from the imaging volume permitting
greater flexibility, allowing only minimal volumetric changes from hydrostatic
compression.

Ultrasound transducers themselves occupy an entirely independent field of
research and design. To summarize: ultrasound transducers exploit piezoelectric materials
that shrink and distort under high voltage. Piezoelectric materials do not give rise to
significant heat under warpage, allowing them to stably resonate with very high
mechanical Q values. This makes them well suited for a variety of time-keeping
applications in watches and computers, or in this case, high frequency acoustic
resonators. Via reciprocity, piezoelectric actuators can be also used as sensors or
microphones, producing voltage under acoustic disturbance. In this way an ultrasound
transducer can be used to record the returning sound and an image can be recreated.
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4. Design Overview 

Figure 4.1: Isometric drawings of the completed scanning system. Top image: as pictured 
from above, Bottom Image: as pictured from below with tank hidden 

1 " 



Drawings of the completed system are shown above by Fig. 4. 1, and a rendering
shown below by Fig. 4.2. The final design has 3 degrees-of-freedom (DOF) in the
cylindrical coordinates previously addressed. Both the Z (vertical) and theta (rotational)
axes are actuated via electric motors and R (horizontal) is controlled via manual
adjustment. The paragraphs below describe the processes used to fabricate the final
system, justify important design decisions with engineering analysis, and discuss
iterations and additional work.

Figure 4.2. An isometric, photo-realistic rendering of the system from above

4.1 System Specifications and Manufacturing

The system configuration owes a lot to both the water tank and large ring bearing.
The water tank is 2' x 2' x 2' and made of 3/8 inch thick cast acrylic sections. The tank
holds ~0.225 mi3 of water and is cut along the top to accommodate the ring bearing. The
ring bearing is a 600 mm diameter rolling-element bearing and is secured to to the water
tank with 2 inch 3d-printed angle brackets.

The printed brackets securing the ring bearing to the water tank house the
magnetic encoder, as well the friction drive for theta. The magnetic encoder (Renishaw
Inc., Gloucestershire, UK) has a theoretical resolution of 1p rn, and sits against the outside
edge of the bearing to which the magetic strip is attached. One printed bracket extends
further over the tank edge and secures a brushed DC motor (Pololu) with a built in 19:1
gear reduction and input shall encoder. A 50.8 mm diameter 3d-printed friction drive
wheel is attached to the motor output shaft and placed in contact with the outer raceway
of the ring bearing. Slots are to be added to the printed bracket to adjust preload on the
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friction drive and a radial bearing added above the drive wheel to relieve load on the
motor bearings.

The theta carriage is comprised of two components. A small base bracket is
machined out of 6061 Aluminum and is bolted directely to the outer raceway of the ring
bearing. The base bracket leaves clearance for the inner raceway, which remains
stationary to the tank. A longer radial Alumininum bracket is cut on the waterjet and
remachined. All of the contacting faces of the bracket are milled down for planar
accuracy, the necessary holes are tapped and washers are used wherever possible. The
long radial bracket is bolted to the base bracket with two countersunk '4-20 bolts. The

waterjet provides the clearance holes for the screws and the countersunk holes are milled

for higher repeatability at the contact interface. The R position of the US probe can then

be changed manually

Figure 4.3: Photo ofthe assembled machine fion inside the tank

by reattaching the radial bracket to the base through different countersunk hole pairs (6"
stroke). The positioning repeatability of this constraint depends on the averaging of

elastic effects at the countersink interface, and is difficult to quantify. A [uture point of

improvement may be to include a kinematic or quasi-kinematic constraint system for

greater repeatability. At the end of the long bracket a NEMA 17 stepper motor is
mounted on four 31 mm stainless steel standoffs (McMaster). The NEMA motor shaft is
connected to a 4:1 multi-start leadscrew (Acme) via a flexible Aluminum shaft coupling

(McMaster) to relieve misalignment loads on the motor bearings. The leadscrew is
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secured below the surface of the water to the Z carriage via a wear-compensating split-
nut (Acme).

N

Lor

EMA 17 Stepper

Stainless Steel
Standoffs (4X)

Long Radia
Helical Shaft Bracket

Coupling

Radi

Brass Thrust
Bearing

Corner ---
ckets (2X) 0 0

g Vertical ACME Leadscrew

Bracket
Leadscrew Nut

Figure 4.4. Exploded view Qf theta carriage assembly

M

al Mounting
Bracket

The Z carriage is mounted to a vertical Aluminum bracket that bolts directly to

the side of the radial bracket with corner brackets providing additional support. The
vertical bracket is also waterjet cut and remachined. A linear rail (McMaster) is bolted

directly to the vertical bracket with care being taken not to overtighten bolts inducing
poisson effect. The boxway block makes a sliding contact bearing (SCB) interface with
the linear rail and is specified to be corrosion resistant. The bearing block forms the base
of the Z carriage to which a 3d-printed bracket is mounted. The printed bracket then
holds both the ultrasound probe (5 MHz Cephasonics, Santa Clara, CA) and leadscrew
nut. The US probe is tilted by 15' relative to the face of the Z-carriage to ensure the

imaging volume is within the line of sight of the probe across the full 6 inch range of R

adjustment. The Z stroke extends 13.5 inches below the surface of the water.
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4.2 Transmission Selection

i. Theta Transmission
The transmission selection proccess was performed using high-level evalution of

a range of different options. While a geared transmission system would allow for high
torque and efficiency without slip, the manufacturing complexity and cost seemed to
outweigh the potential benefit. The use of a timing belt drive was also considered for its
ease of open loop control, but implementing this transmission would require additional
components (idler, belt guards, ect.).

Transmission Type Key Benefits Key Risks

e HBacklash mitigation,Geared High torque, high efficiency manufacturability, cost

High accuracy (open-loop Requires changes, addedTiming Belt control), high efficiency complexity

Cost effective, ease of Low accuracy (closed-loopFriction Drive implementation control)

Table 4.11: Transmission Options: Benefits/Risks

Ultimately the decision of using a friction drive was reached. A friction drive does
require closed-loop control to reduce inaccuracy resulting from backlash/slip of the
compliant rubber drive wheel. The benefits on the other hand are ease of implementation
and cost, along with the benefit of acting as a mechanical fuse. In the event the patient
inadvertently interferes with the motion of the theta carriage, the friction drive will slip
and prevent both injury to the patient as well as damage to the motor and gearbox. Given
that the friction wheel adds a cantilevered load to the motor output shaft, it may also be
necessary to relieve the load on the motor bearings by adding a radial support to the
output shaft.

ii. Z Transmission
The Z axis actuation method employs the use of a fast travel leadscrew and wear

compensating nut. The leadscrew was chosen as a Z axis transmission for several
reasons. A leadscrew allows for a high transmission ratio, and permits a stepper motor to
be used for high-accuracy open-loop control. In addition, because the transmission is
entirely underwater, sliding contact bearing engagments are prefered for corrosion
tolerance, making a leadscrew preferencial to a gear or belt transmission system.
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2 E
( = k2  (11)

Given that the leadscrew is an usupported cantilever in the current configuration it may
be susceptible to shaft whip effects. Shaft whip occurs when the driving frequency of the
shaft approaches the shaft's natural frequency, and a critical rotation is often set to be
-80% of tom [28]. The natural frequency of the leadscrew itself is found using Equation
11. Given that k = 1.875, E = 200 GPa, I = 44.5 mm4, rho=8 g/cc, and L= 40 cm, the
natural frequency is found to be roughly 236.8 Hz. However, given that the screw is
submersed in water the fundamental frequency will decrease due to the added vibrating
fluid mass, but it is also likely that significant viscous damping will occur
simultaneously. Quantifying the exact damping from fluid submersion would have to be
the work of experimental dynamic mechanical analysis (DMA). Rough estimates of the
fundamental frequency of a cantilevered bar submersed in an inviscid fluid are sometimes
obtained through Equation 12 [29].

CORfluid -(+ rfbyl (12)
WRvac 4pc(

In this case WRfluid and Rvac are the first resonant frequencies in the fluid and in vacuum,

pf and pc are the densities of the surrounding fluid and cantilever, and b and h are the

width and thickness of the cantilever respectively. Applying the conditions for water,
iRf ,uid becomes ~ 225.97 Hz. Even taking a 40% safety factor, the critical frequency is

still well above the no load motor speed, and remains far above any practical linear travel
rate. Another driving force to consider is the vortex shedding due to the motion of the
leadscrew through the water. That said, the Strouhal Number can easily be shown to be
-IOx lower than the natural frequency at operating speeds. Securing the free end of the
leadscrew in a future iteration may still be of some help in reducing vibration but would
likely also require further methods to mitigate overconstraint (refer to section 6.2).
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4.3 Motor Selection

i. Theta Carriage
Selecting the particular motors that drive each axis first becomes a matter of

diagnosing the expected loads the system will be subjected to during regular use. It is
apparent from a first glance that while the primary loads will be from the inertia of the
carriages, a secondary load may emerge from the drag created by the water. A first order

approximation for the drag force can be obtained via Equation 13. Where FD is the drag
force, CD is a linear drag coefficient, p is the fluid density, A is the surface area normal to

flow, and v is the velocity.

FD =CDpAv2 (13)
2

In this case ~1.05 is used for drag coefficient (bluff body) in order to obtain a
conservative overestimate of the drag force. Using p = 1000 kg/m 3, A = 0.226 m3 , and
assuming v = 1 m/s the estimated nominal drag force will be ~ 12 N. The torque required
to maintain this velocity depends on the position of the vertical bracket radially within the
tank. Performing a torque balance, the drag torque is shown by Equation 14 and the
motor torque by Equation 16.

TD = FD * RVB (14)

Fm = TD (15)
RB

T m = Fm * RFW (16)

Taking a radius RVB = 500 mm for the vertical bracket and a friction wheel radius RVB

25.4 mm our drag torque is found to be 6 Nm. Assuming a bearing radius of 600 mm, a
friction wheel diameter of 2.54cm is selected and our required torque becomes 0.254 Nm.
A Pololu brushed DC motor with a 18.75:1 gear reduction, a 84 oz-in stall torque, and
500 rpm free-run speed was chosen for this application. Based on the graphs shown
below, maximum efficiency will occur at a running torque of-20 oz-in or just below 20
Ncm. Considering the drag force estimate is highly conservative it is much more likely
that the motor will experience nominal operating torques below 10 oz-in. Referencing the
'Speed vs. Torque' graph in the figure below it is also clear the motor will not be limited
by speed, with the 500 rpm no-load speed equating to a tangetial velocity of 1.33 m/s at
the outer raceway of the ring bearing.
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Figure 4.5: Graphs characterizing the performance of the Pololu brushed DC motor used

for actuating the friction drive.

ii. Z-Carriage

We can perfornm a similar calculation for the Z carriage, but considering the high
gear ratio and low speed, the drag consideration will not be nearly as operation-critical.
Performing a motor torque estimate for the Z carriage is still an important endeavor. The
torque required for a leadscrew to raise the load, which represents a conservative general
estimate, can be calculated by the 'unwrapped' leadscrew formula (Equation 17). In this
case TR is torque to raise, F is the load, dm is the mean diameter, / is the lead, and p is the
dynamic friction coefficient.

F-dm l+ILpudm
2 )
2 Tudm-Ll

(17)

The downward force F that the leadscrew bears will be expressed as the weight of the z
carriage (200g) added to a dynamic drag force and subtracting a buoyant force. For a first
order analysis we can assume the effective mass of the carriage to be 500g. Using a lead
of 5.2 (20.8 TPI, 4 starts), a diameter of 0.216 in, and a friction coefficient of 0.2, a raise
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torque can be estimated at ~0.7 Ncm, which falls well within the specifications of most
stepper motors.

34.6 in.-oz.
Starting
Torque

N 900 rpm atnoF Continuous
Operating

Torque
8.8 in.-oz.

Continuous -
Operating

or ue

900
Max. rpm

Figure 4.6: NEMA 17 torque-speed curve (McMaster)

The NEMA 17 form factor in the final system was selected largely for speed reasons, as
scanning quickly along the Z direction may have a strong potential to improve overall
scan times. The linear travel speed of the Z carriage is found by the product of the
rotational frequency and leadscrew pitch. The operating speed of the stepper motor,
shown in the graph below, can provide a linear travel rate of just under ~3 in/sec. This
also allows for a 200 step NEMA 17 to have a theoretical resolution of 24.4 [im, or just
under I mil/step.

4.4 Inertial Matching

Another key element in the specification of motors is the inertia ratio between the
rotor and load. This relationship is generally controlled by the selection of transmission
ratio, and its importance amplifies if the coupling between the motor and the load is non-
rigid. From the equations for acceleration of the load and motor (assuming negligible
damping of the load and motor with respect to ground) the system transfer functions can
be derived, and key frequencies identified. The anti-resonance and resonance frequencies
are shown by Equations 18 and 19, respectively, where Ks is the elasticity of the
coupling, JL is the load inertia, and jN is the motor inertia.

AR s (18)WAr- L



=R Ks(JM+JL) (19)
R IMIL

Representing points of mechanical instability, these terms can provide an estimate of the

usable bandwidth of the system. In the event of high inertia ratio and low coupling

stiffness, resonances can fall at low frequencies preventing stable control of the servo

system even though a particular case may not be torque limited. Increasing coupling
stiffness and decreasing inertia mismatch, both serve to drive these critical points to

higher frequencies, increasing the usable bandwith.
Given that the Z-carriage is driven with a leadscrew the high transmission ratio

and rigid torsional coupling shouldn't pose a stability concern. The theta actuation system
is of greater risk for several reasons. Firstly, the inertia ratio through the 18.75:1 gear
drive is found to be relatively low at ~2.45:1, that said, there is no set rule for what inertia
mismatch can be tolerated. What's more, the additional mass of the moving water will
likely increase the inertia ratio significantly. The friction drive is also intentially
compliant to maximize static friction coefficient and, if proven to be sufficiently low
stiffness, the drive could prove to have a negative impact on the control performance at
operating frequencies. Predicting the exact response of this system is outside the bounds
of analytical methods and characterizing the stability of the friction drive will be an
important endeavor of future work.

4.5 Discussion of Bearings

i. Life and Preload
The large ring bearing that the theta carriage mounts to is machined Aluminum

and takes mostly thrust based loads in the system configuration shown above. While the
ring bearing is specified to take higher radial loads than thrust loads, none of the
nominally applied thrust forces are significant enough to induce failure (via brinelling,
thermal overload, etc.). The possibility for accidental shock/misuse to induce failure
would likely be mitigated in future iterations via the addition of a separate housing.
Optimum bearing preload is another point of improvement as loads from the theta
carriage could concievably lead to unwanted vibration/fretting damage over long term
use. Optimum preload can be calculated based on surface contact stress, and is often a
tradeoff between stiffness and noise life requirement [30]. The application of the theta
carriage requires very low stiffness and therefore this is not a critical design parameter at
this phase.
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ii. Overconstraint Mitigation
The boxway linear rail that the Z-carriage sits on is a sliding contact bearing

interface. Given the bearing block sits underwater during operation, this part was chosen

specifically for its high corrosion resistance. In any linear positioning system, the

leadscrew and the linear bearing constrain the motion of the Z-carriage and the system

becomes overconstrained. An overconstrained system is prone to jamming, while an

unconstrained system is undeterministic in its position. Overconstraint is often mitigated

by adding compliance in the overconstrained directions to reduce conflicting loads and
preserve bearing life/prevent jamming. In the case of the Z-carriage the helical shaft

coupling itself is used as a flexural relief. The shaft coupling has a misalignment

tolerance of 10 mil for parallel alignment, 8 mil for axial alignment, and 30 angular
alignment. Assuming tolerances of~2 mil for machining Aluminum and ~4 mil for 3d-
printing, a worst case tolerance stack-up still only occupies half of the coupling's

misalignment range. This allows the linear rail to define the motion vector of the Z-
carriage as much as possible without conflicting forces from the transmission. An

improved design for mitigating overconstraint is discussed in Section 7.1.

iii. Binding Ratio
Another important point to consider in the design of the Z positioning system is

location of the leadscrew relative to the bearing. If the leadscrew (which applies the force
for linear motion) is located too far from the Z carriage, the bearing will bind no matter

the severity of the applied force.

D, < (20)
2y

A simplified binding condition is expressed above by Equation 20, which if violated
causes jamming independent of the force applied. In this case D, is the length of the

moment arm, L, is the length of the bearing engagement, and y is the coefficient of
friction. Assuming a frictional coefficient of 0.25, a binding ratio of of 2:1 is found. This
ratio constrains the position of the leadscrew attachment point. Shown by the figure
below is the outer perimeter of the binding transition with the distance of the leadscrew
positioned at a ratio of~ 0.7:1.
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Figure 4.7.: Binding transition radius shown by r,
leadscrew attachment radius shown by ri,

4.6 Center of Stiffness

Attaching the screw nut in the correct vertical position will further control the
effect of lateral forces from the leadscrew. Just as applying a force to a rigid body about
its center of mass causes no net torques, a force applied at the center of stiffness will
cause no angular deflection. In this case the leadscrew nut is secured closely to the
midpoint of the Z-carriage preventing uneven deflection that may cause angular errors,
which are prone to amplification across long distances (Abbe effect/Sine error). In this
case the misalignment forces would be small compared to the forces required to deflect
the carriage, however this should be taken into account for future iterations.
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5 Electronics and Control

5.1 Layout and Wiring

The electronics system is a simple configuration for basic development purposes.
It connects both the NEMA 17 (bipolar) stepper motor and Pololu DC Motor and
Magnetic Encoder to an Arduino microcontroller. An "Easy-Driver" (Sparkfun) is used
for the NEMA 17, and a Pololu driver is used Ior the DC Motor. Both drivers connect the
motors to PWM control, and to a DC power supply. The A +/- and B +/- wirings of the
stepper motor connect to the easy driver, which connects PWM, DIR and GND to the
microcontroller. The DC motor connects to the Pololu driver and shares the same wiring
setup. The specifics of the wiring can be seen in the schematic below (Figure 6.1). The
encoder on the motor input shaft wires to the Arduino (not shown) allowing for closed
loop control of the theta carriage position. Further work to increase the robustness of the
system may include the addition ofa fuse in the power line, a limit switch in Z, and an E-
stop to kill power.
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Figure 5. 1: Wiring ofthe notors and inicrocontroller. "Ecisy-Driver " shown in
red, Poloi c/river shown in green.
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5.2 Stepper Code

The following portions of code have been used to verify functionality of the
system, and leave room for development/improvement of specific scanning paths. Sample
code adapted from the Arduino website [31] is given in the segment below. First the
stepper library is initialized on the active pins, and the steps per revolution specified at
200. From this point the motor turns can be controlled with a value for step count, and
timing can be manually specified.

#include <Stepper.h>

const int stepsPerRevolution = 200;

// initialize library (pins 4-7):
Stepper myStepper(stepsPerRevolution, 4, 5, 6, 7);
int stepCount = 0; // # of steps the motor has taken

void setup() {
}
void loop() {

// sensor value:
int sensorReading = analogRead(AO);
// range 0 - 100:
int motorSpeed = map(sensorReading, 0, 1023, 0, 100);
// motor speed:
i f (motorSpeed > 0) {
myStepper. s etSpeed (motorSpeed);
// step 1/100:
myStepper.step(stepsPerRevolution / 100);
}

}

5.3 DC Motor Control

The PID control of the DC motor requires more path-specific revisions, but the
following code outlines the overall approach to be taken. PID control operates by
constantly updating driving current to account for measured errors at the motor output.
The control code should define the difference between setpoint of the motor output and
its measured position as the error, and the drive function as the sum of all three, error-
based control methods. The gain values need to be tuned to fit the system and avoid
instability, and the encoder signal should be referenced to two digital input pins. The text
below is adapted from Arduino example/program code [32], and outlines the logic
required for effective PID control.



Actual = analogRead(Position);
Error = SetPt - Actual;

if (abs(Error) < IntThresh){ // prevent integral 'windup'
Integral = Integral + Error; // accumulate error integral

}
else { Integral=0; // zero if out of range
}
P = Error*kP; // proportional

I = Integral*kI; // integral

D = (Last-Actual)*kD; // derivative

Drive = P + I + D; // Drive P+T+D

Drive = Drive*ScaleFactor; // scale to range 0-255

ii (Drive < 0){ // Check direction

digitaLWrite (Direction,LOW); // change direction

}
else { // sign of Error

digitalWrite (Direction,HIGH); }
if (abs(Drive)>255) { Drive=255; }
analogWrite- (Motor,Drive); // PWM commarnd

Last = Actual; // save current value

}

It is likely that the first scanning approach may be a spiral in which images are
captured sequentially, one height at a time. In this case the ultrasound probe will be
directly triggered by encoder position as the theta carriage moves its full 3600 stroke.
After one pass the stepper motor can be commanded to move down by a certain
increment and the process can be repeated until the scan is finished. It should be noted
that PID control of the theta carriage is not necessary to ensure accuracy if the probe is
triggered directly. A Z-encoder can also be added to allow for more, triggered scanning
paths in the future.



6 Design Iterations

6.1 Bracket Design

Design is fundamentally an iterative process. No system can can ever be fully
managed purely analytically, there are always improvements to be discovered through

building and testing. The final design as detailed above was reached through an iterative

design process, beginning with a simple configuration for holding the ultrasound probe

transitioning to the use of more involved brackets and eventually actuation. A handheld

radial probe from Cephasonics Embedded Ultrasound was used as the imaging probe in

the final system. Attaching the probe to the Z-Carriage and maintaining proper alignment

becomes difficult due to the geometry of the transducer housing. The first bracket design
was a 3d-printed option for initial testing of the Cephasonics probe (Figure 6.1). The
bracket is held in place with shaft collars, and the US probe is secured with zip ties. The

following revision was intended to test the use of scan performance of the probe at
horizontal, vertical and 45 slanted orientations (Figure 6.2). The configuration is capable
of rotating about the centerline of the probe using a simple remote center of motion
(RCM) attachment and mounts to the linear rail directly. Following brackets involved
protoyping a quick release attachment to facilitate easy access to the probe (Figure 6.3).
A clip was added and spring steel is bent through the holes to secure the probe. The probe

was modeled using surfacing techniques in Solidworks (Figure 6.4) and subtracted from
the bracket volume. Final bracket revisions were made using 3d scanner (NextEngine),
which gathered point cloud data about the probe geometry. The scanned probe volume
was subtracted from the bracket, and an RCM design was again used for testing various
angles of the probe (Figure 6.5).

6.2 Carriage Design Iterations

A design iteration of the Z carriage and R adjustment assembly is shown in the

following figures. This design uses guide rods and brass bushings as linear bearings along
with a center-driven leadscrew transmission (Fig 6.7). The R guide rods are positioned so
that the front of the probe is at a further radial distance than all other components for the
full stroke of R. One element of improvement would be to increase the length of

engagement of the bushing, as by St. Venanat's law we know jamming can be prevented
by holding to an



Figure 6.6: Design iteration ofjZ-carriage and R-positioning assembly.

engagement length 3-5 times the shaft diameter [33]. A cantilevered flexure is used for

mitigation of overconstraint in the Z direction, serving to create a fixed and floating

bearing configuration (Figure 6.7). This approach both easily deals with overconstraint

and is center-driven and easily within the binding transition radius. While the flexure is

designed to relieve overconstraint loading in one direction, it will do a poor job in

response to higher loading conditions, risking buckling. In general however, this design

shows much higher stiffess over the linear rail scheme in the setup above, albeit the

stiffness increase isn't specific to the functional requirements for system accuracy. A

quasi-kinematic constraint with an adjustable preload mechanism is used to secure the Z-

carriage (Figure 6.7). This configuration should allow for increased repeatability in R

positioning. Given that the entire assembly operates underwater, corrosion resistance is

specified by component when possible, and moving contact of like-metals might be

avoided for galling prevention and improved bearing performance.

Figure 6. 7: Design Iteration of Z-Carriage Sub-Assemblv
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Figure 6.1: First bracket secure iith set scriew shaft coll
Figure 6.2: Second bracket using RCM design (right)

Figure 6.3: Spring clamp design (based off of C AD by Mathew Gilbertson, left)
Figure 6.4: Solidworks surfacing f/radial US probe (right)
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Figure 6.5: Outline of improved RCM Bracket configuration for Z carriage
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7 Additional Work

7.1 Thermal Analysis

As shown by equation 4, the speed of sound propagation is proportional to the
bulk modulus and density of the medium of travel. It is important to consider the effects
of temperature of both of these properties. For most gases, bulk modulus and density can
be related to temperature via the ideal gas law. Equation 21, relates a small pressure
change P, to ratio of specific heats y, the number density nh, Boltzman's constant
kB and temperature T. Equation 22 goes on to relate bulk modulus K to the relevant gas
constants and mass M. Finally, Eq. 23 gives a full description of the sound speed CO
based on the ideal gas parameters as it relates to temperature.

P= ynwkBT (21)

K= y kBT (23)M

yjkB

CO = (23)

This modeling approach doesn't hold as intermolecular forces amplify and kinetic energy
decreases, so the application to liquids is null. To obtain more accurate sound speed
variations in water, exact values must be measured across temperatures. Table 7.1 shows
a portion of sound speed values calculated from data of Del Grosso and Mader [26].
Sound speed in pure water between the freezing and melting point Can be observed to
change by over 10%. This gives rise to a change in the acoustic impedance of the water
across a temeprature gradient. Given the naturally higher temperature of human body
compared to ambient temperature water (~25' C), studying the thermal interaction in the
final system is of interest for system characterization. Figure 7.1 shows the results of a
transient thermal computational fluid dynamics (CFD) analysis that was performed to
assess the thermal interaction. The simulation was conducted in Solidworks Flow
Simulation (Dessault) and assesses one minute of transience using 20 samples. The
boundary conditions held the tank walls to be adiabatic, the convection coefficient to the
air above the tank as 25 W/mA2, and the residual limb fixed at 312' K (~-101 F). The
initial water temperature was 25' C,
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t90 (*C) 0.0

20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40

1482.358
1485.387
1488.335
1491.203
1493.992
1496.704
1499.339
1501.900
1504.387
1506.801
1509.144
1511.417
1513.620
1515.755
1517.823
1519.826
1521.763
1523.636
1525.446
1527.193
1528.880

0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9

1482.665
1485.686
1488.625
1491.485
1494.267
1496.971
1499.599
1502.152
1504.632
1507.039
1509.375
1511.640
1513.837
1515.965
1518.027
1520.022
1521.953
1523.819
1525.623
1527.365
1529.045

1482.970
1485.983
1488.915
1491.767
1494.541
1497.237
1499.857
1502.403
1504.876
1507.275
1509.604
1511.863
1514.053
1516.174
1518.229
1520.218
1522.142
1524.003
1525.800
1527.536
1529.210

1483.275
1486.280
1489.204
1492.048
1494.814
1497.502
1500.115
1502.654
1505.119
1507.512
1509.833
1512.085
1514.268
1516.383
1518.431
1520.413
1522.331
1524.185
1525.976
1527.706
1529.374

1483.579
1486.576
1489.492
1492.328
1495.086
1497.767
1500.373
1502.904
1505.361
1507.747
1510.062
1512.306
1514.482
1516.591
1518.632
1520.608
1522.519
1524.367
1526.152
1527.875
1529.538

1483.883
1486.871
1489.779
1492.607
1495.358
1498.031
1500.629
1503.153
1505.603
1507.982
1510.289
1512.527
1514.696
1516.798
1518.833
1520.802
1522.707
1524.548
1526.327
1528.044
1529.700

1484.185
1487.166
1490.065
1492.886
1495.628
1498.294
1500.885
1503.401
1505.844
1508.215
1510.516
1512.747
1514.909
1517.004
1519.033
1520.996
1522.894
1524.729
1526.502
1528.213
1529.863

1484.487
1487.459
1490.351
1493.163
1495.898
1498.557
1501.140
1503.649
1506.085
1508.449
1510.742
1512.966
1515.122
1517.210
1519.232
1521.188
1523.080
1524.909
1526.675
1528.380
1530.024

1484.788
1487.752
1490.636
1493.440
1496.168
1498.818
1501.394
1503.895
1506.324
1508.681
1510.968
1513.185
1515.334
1517.415
1519.430
1521.380
1523.266
1525.089
1526.849
1528.547
1530.186

1485.088
1488.044
1490.920
1493.717
1496.436
1499.079
1501.647
1504.142
1506.563
1508.913
1511.193
1513.403
1515.545
1517.620
1519.628
1521.572
1523.451
1525.267
1527.021
1528.714
1530.346

Table 7.1: Sound Speed values across temperatures calculated from polynonial

correction based on Del Grosso and Mader [26]

and symmetry allowed for only half of the model to require meshing. Over the course of

a minute, natural convective currents plume around the vicinity of the limb, reaching

steady state after approximately 45 seconds. The maximum reported temperature is 2970
K. While this is a relatively small impedance change, it can potentially be filtered out of

the final scan if further accuracy is desired.

94
294
2944

29 9

957

Fiure 7.1 : Transient Thermal Analysils (Solhdworks C1): Resuults at 5 seconds, 15
seconds, 30 seconds, and 45 seconds progressing left to right and top to bottom.
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7.2 External Aluminum Frame

A frame to house the tank was also designed to complement the finished system.
A frame is a valuable addition for several reasons. Access to the drainage hole at the
bottom of the tank requires elevating it from the floor, in addition exists the need to seat
the patient at the correct height above the tank for easy scanning. The significant
structural effort involved in each of these endeavors can be addressed in parallel via a
single frame in future revisions. In this case the design included a table to seat the patient
and a platform to elevate the tank For strength and ease of assembly, 3/2 in x 3/2 in
extruded 80/20 Aluminum was elected for the frame material. The finished frame design
has max dimensions of 48 in x 30 in x 30in and is shown by Figure 7.2. The bottom of
the seat is made to just clear the top motor of the system so the patient can be seated as
low as possible. The underside of the tank allows for plenty of room for drainage and

Figure 7.2: The A bunimum frame and table surrounding the finished systen. Top viei'

(Oef), Isometric view (right).

added sensing for motion compensation capabilities. Packing blankets or other padding is
also a likely requirement to reduce stress at contact. Determining the structural limits of
the frame can be done by evaluating the equivalent stress and buckling thresholds of
critical structural members. Compressive failure however is often much less likely to
result than failure due to buckling. The critical load before buckling is given by Equation
27, where F is the allowable load in Newtons, n is a factor accounting for boundary

conditions, E is Young's Modulus, L is the length of the beam, and I is the second
moment of area of the cross section.



F nr 2 EI (27)

In this case I = 75 mm 4, L = 150 mm, E =69 GPa, and n = 4 (assuming the beam to be

fixed at both ends). This gives a critical buckling threshold of 1.3 x 106 N, not only far

greater than any conceivable applied loads, but well under conditions for compressive

failure. Taking the area of the member to be 900 mm2, a simple stress/strain constituitive

may be used to evaluate uniaxial compressive stress. The load given by the water sould at

most be -230kg (assuming the tank is full). Assuming conservatively that one of the six

vertical members may take up all of the load, the stress inside the beam is found to be

only -2.5 MPa. This is well under the UTS for Al 6061, which is measured at 310 MPa
[34].

7.3 Motion Compensation for 6 DOF

Motion compensation will be a crucial aspect of system development for

ultrasonic tomographic imaging. Given no data about motion of the unconstrained limb,
image mosaicking would be unable to correctly assess even skin surface geometry. The

imaging structure (limb), if freely suspended, is allowed 6 full degrees of freedom (DOF).

To acquire a proper image, it is necessary to either eliminate degrees of freedom by

constraint, or to compensate for any motion that does occur. While eliminating motion

with constraints is appealing given its simplicity, fully constraining the limb proves

difficult without interfering with the image either by the use of an obstructing material, or

via the introduction of deformations. Below the legitimacy of motion mitigation via

mechanical restraints is considered in greater detail.

i. Mechanical Constraints

While constraining the limb inside the tank may potentially corrupt ultrasound

data, the use of constraints outside the tank may still help in the elimination or

management of certain DOFs. Design possibilities illustrating this concept for the case of

trans-tibial limb imaging are discussed below.
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1. Upper-Leg Rest Concept

A rest for the upper leg allows for the theoretical elimination of translational
DOFs, as well as the on-axis Roll. This elimination method is inherently imprecise
however given the compliance of the leg tissue in the constraint circuit. Compliance for
example may allow for preserved motion in X and Y translation (shear mode) and Z
translation (compression mode).

1.) X trans

6) PitCh

75 ' )Yaw

Figure 7.3: Upper-leg rest conlrnnt, 6 DOF naming convention.

Adding tightening straps to the leg rest to compress the soft tissue may help
reduce these motions. Considering that energy functions for the strain behavior of soft
tissue are highly variable, assuming a general nonlinear J-shape proves to be a reasonable
expectation [35]. That is, significant compression of soft tissue should increase the
effective tissue compliance and restrict general movement. In order to eliminate motion
that can affect images, stroke will likely need to be limited on the order of 500tm. Fully
determining the feasibility of this would need to be the work of testing. That said, it is
highly unlikely that this approach would in fact fully contain motion of the limb to a sub-
millimeter scale, especially without cutting off blood flow or causing significant patient
discomfort.

2. Bench-Level Testing

A bench-level test was devised in which a leg was constrained at the thigh using a
thin flexible plastic and tightening straps. The leg was allowed to hang freely from the
edge of a table and the strap/constraint system was clamped firmly to the tabletop. The
full translational range of the limb was then measured with a 0.001 -inch resolution
Micrometer, which used the patella bone as a datum point. As an additional measurement
shifts in the position of the leg while at rest were recorded over the course of 90 seconds.
Figure 7.4 shows images of the test setup.
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Figure 7.4. Bench-Level test ineasuring/brward/hackward displacement of

mechanically constrained leg.

While the results of the 90 second test showed nominal displacements on the
order of 30 thousandths of an inch in X and Y, it's incorrect to generalize this result
across patients. The stroke limits of X and Y were also shown to be quite large, on the
order of -4-5 cm. While ultimately without directly beneficial results, this demonstration
did show the limits of a simple mechanical constraint for motion elimination.

While tightening straps/mechanical constraints would decrease the range of
motion in the limb, the severe and highly variable tissue compliance values render this
approach ineffective as an isolated means of motion mitigation.

ii. Exploring Motion Detection

Given that limiting motion in of the linb to a sub-milliieter stroke (resolution of
US probe) remains largely impractical, compensating for motion that does occur becomes
the necessary path forward. Considering rotational DOFs, the best measurement point is
the point furthest from the rotational axis (largest motion). For the pitch and yaw DOFs,
this means a measurement at the bottom of the limb. In the case of X-translation, which
would be coupled with pitch and yaw, a measurement could be isolated if taken at the
knee joint, again on the order of several hundred microns. The extent of which each of
these motion compensation degrees is necessary (i.e. how much motion happens in each
unconstrained DOF) is another point for bench-level testing.
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1. Contrast Detection with Digital Camera 

Detecting contrast from a digital image is a proven method of motion detection. 
Below, an image of a previous test setup [25] shows the use of a camera to track motion 
of the leg in the imaging tank (Fig. 7.5). A simple setup involving plastic rods attached to 
the leg is used and the pixel density allows for a theoretical resolution of ~ 10 thousandths 

of an inch, and the centrality of the target imaging zone reduced the effects of image 
distortion clear in other parts of the image (despite SNR reduction). Image quality and 
practical resolution would be improved with more direct lighting (reducing noise in the 
image) and higher contrasting materials. 

While this system compensates for motion only in 2 DOF (X and Y), the 
proximity of the measurement in Z to the imaging plane, combined with the theoretical 
resolution allows for a fairly accurate assessment of the in-plane motion of the limb. 
Given the extra dimension required for volumetric imaging, multiple cameras will need 

to be considered. 

Figure 7. 5: Images used to detect motion of the leg via digital contrast detection 

2. Ultrasound Compensation 

The use of fiducially markers placed in a known configuration on the leg may also 

allow for motion detection. When imaged tomographically, motion can be detected in 
XIY translation using one point marker, and roll can be added with the use of 2 markers. 
This approach may be limiting when the transducer is positioned out of plane with the 
fiducial/may require the introduction of fiducials that span a Z distance or the even the 
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use of multiple transducers. One clear advantage of this method is its use of previously
existing hardware in the system.

iii. System Implementation/Conclusions
While the design of a motion compensation/elimination system for tomographic

imaging will require further feedback from testing, it is likely that the most effective
motion mitigation method requires a combination of approaches to achieve strong results.
Motion can be eliminated via mechanical constraints as best as possible and subsequently
compensated for in remaining motion-heavy degrees of freedom using best-practice
motion detection techniques.
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8 Conclusions

Trans-tibial amputees report recurring pain and discomfort due to their prosthetic
sockets with high frequency, and indeed an improperly fitted socket can result in painful
neuromas, soft tissue calcifications, and pressure sores [2]. These medical phenomena
result directly from problems that occur at the prosthetic-tissue interface. Given the
importance of the interaction at the interface, any given socket design should be built on
information about the biomechanics of the tissue as well as the unique limb geometry of
the patient.

While there are many imaging modalities with many advantages, MSK US
appears poised as a uniquely appealing method for acquiring volumetric and elastic tissue
data of residual limbs. Compared even to MRI, MSK US has the benefits of ease of
adoption, cost, and greater flexibility across patients. MSK US sits as an emergent
technology not just in limb imaging but also in many areas in need of tissue
quantification including diagnosis and monitoring of osteoporosis, and Duchenne
muscular dystrophy (DMD) [25].

The paper above presents the mechanical design and prototype of a MSK US limb
imaging system, which aims to acquire volumetric and biomechanical data of a patient's
residual limb. A system for motion measurement as well as a framework for image
stitching will augment the automated US probe positioning system. This work will be
beneficial for development of computer aided-design and fabrication of prosthetic
sockets, and help to one day eliminate painful pathologies for prosthetic users
everywhere.
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